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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The librarian works with a trinity -- her own self, the book,
and the emerging self of the child. She hopes, with the age-old
hope of her profession, that the book she offers will somehow in¬
fluence the child for good. She hopes that the book will help him
to become truly himself. She has faith in this process, the art of
reading guidance, though the literature offers no conclusive evi¬
dence for such faith.
Conclusive evidence may be gathered, however, on some of the
techniques of reading guidance. One of the techniques is an appeal
to the child's interests, in an attempt to deepen and extend them.
The librarian may record children's interestsj either those of a whole
t
class or of an individual child. Through analysis of interests,
she will arrive at the reading pattern of the class or of the child.
The reading pattern tells the librarian many things. It may
tell her to increase the World War II history books, because they seem
to be a fascinating subject to the ten year-old boys in her school; it
may tell her that she should build up the collection of family stories,
with their warm human relationships, because many children. Judged by
the books circiilated, may crave vicarious loving; or it may tell her
that the collection of astronomy books is not being used, indicating
that she need not purchase astronomy books for the coming year.
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In other words, the reading patterns of the pupils affect book
selection policies.
Interest (What are children reading?) and maturity level (How
grown-up are the children's reading habits?) are two aspects of the
reading pattern with which this paper is concerned. The concern
is limited to intermediate grade children, defined, for the purposes
of this study, as children in grades,three, four and five.
Some recent studies of the interests of intermediate grade
children are pertinent. Norvell's study reveals that with eight
to twelve year-old children, animal stories are most popular, closely
followed by biography.^ Helen Harrow and Virgil Harrow found that
"early in the intermediate grades adventure stories, biographies,
stories about foreign people, about kings and queens are most fre¬
quently chosen; later, natiire, science, travel, club, and game
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stories, mystery, and semi-fictional stories are chosen."
How grown-up are children's reading habits? Willard and
Olson found that 33 percent of eight year-old students, the largest
percent in their grade, were ready for books on their grade level;
th4t 2k percent of nine year-old students were divided, equally,
between readiness for books at their grade level and the grade level
just below their own; that 20 percent of ten year-old students, the
^George Norvell, What Boys and Girls Like to Read (Morris¬
town, N.J.; Silver Burdett Go., 19^5), p.Ul.
^Roland West, Individualized Reading Instruction; Implications
for the Teacher and Librarian (Port Washington, New York; Riblished
by the Graduate Faculty, C. W. Post College of Long Island University,
Kennikat Press, 196U), p.32.
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highest percent at their grade level, were ready for books one grade
lower.^
It is this writer's impression, from her work as a school
librarian, that students at Rivers Elementary School, are reading
considerably beyond grade level, and at a more mature level than
is usual for their age and grade. To validate or disprove this
impression, with its consequent implications for book selection,
this study was undertaken.
Description of Rivers School
Rivers School was built in 1917j destroyed by fire in 19U8,
and rebuilt in 19U9* It is located in a middle- to upper middle-
class community, whose children walk to school or are driven to school
in car pools. Extensive school bus service brings to the school
children from lower-middle socioeconomic groups. There are three
students on the free lunch program, indicating that the student body
is, in the main, not financially deprived.
Extra-curricular activities available to pupils are: Gray T,
football, band. Brownies, Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, and cheerleading.
The segment of the school population which might be considered
upper middle class reflects the advantages of travel; sightseeing
in Atlanta, itself; music lessons; dancing lessons, horseback riding;
and a general social and cultural enrichment. However, many of the
students in this social strata at the school are emotionally dis¬
turbed. Divorce, as well as divorce with remarriage is fairly common.
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The middle-class strata appear to reveal many of the social and
cultural experiences of the upper-middle class. Emotional distur¬
bances among these children is less frequent. Home life seems to
be steadier. The lower-middle group reveals financial stress,
emotional disturbance and, in some cases, unconventional home lives.
The physical plant consists of 28 classrooms, one cafeteria,
one auditorium with folding chairs, which doubles as a gymnasium,
on occasion. Two classrooms are substandard, with no cloakrooms
and inadequate seating, since the school, built for 500 pupils,
had a registration on January 22, 1968 of 832 children. The school
offers training from the kindergarten through the seventh grade.
The architecture, of a style popular in the late forties,
features large expanses of glass brick in its split-level design.
One side of the building faces Peachtree Road, a main thoroughfare;
the front faces on a residential street of heavy traffic; the rear
faces a playfield; one side adjoins a private home. The school is
located twenty minutes by bus from the heart of the downtown city.
The full-time staff consists of 28 teachers; one principal,
approaching retirement, who had h2 years of teaching experiaice, and
has been principal at Rivers School for 18 years; one librarian; and
one school secretary. There are 11 part-time teachers:two music
teachers, one speech teacher, one hearing teacher, two band teachers,
and two Spanish teachers. Teachers of 25 or more years' ejqjerience
number lU, Of the remaining 15 teachers, two have lU or more years
of experience, and the remainder, four years or less. Pupil load




The library is located on the main corridor, in the stream of
school traffic, about 80 feet from the Office. The room is 2$ feet
by 67 feet, with two and one half walls of shelving and one wall of
windows with shelving below. Entrance is via two glass doors from
the corridor. Planning is open, except for the Story Area, 12 by
15 feet, which is separated from the rest of the room by U2-inch
shelving. This area is carpeted, and seats from 30 to 3$ children.
It is enclosed by picture-book shelving and contains a record player,
which is used for listening experiences for whole classes.
The Reference Area is at the east end of the room, partially
separated from the library proper by one 36-inch unit of shelving on
one side, and three shelving units on the other, which baffle noise
from groups who may be in the library at the same time.
The circulation desk is located near the door, facing the
corridor and library proper. Seating is provided for 6h students.
The library furniture is golden oak, substandard and scarred, but
orders have been placed for a new circulation desk and a few pieces
of new, functional furniture.
There is shelving for 10,000 books, a magazine rack, card
catalog, vertical file, exhibit case, and an extensive file of back
numbers of magazines. A workroom is also located at the eastern
extreme of the room and is equipped with shelving where the record
collection, library supplies, audio-visual equipment, the professional
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collection, and the supplementary collection are housed. In the
workroom are a typewriter, worktables, a sink, and the shelf-list
file.
Collections of Printed Materials
The book collection consists of 8,2U7 books. Of that number,
the professional collection contains 6$ cataloged books and several
dozen brochures. The supplementary collection numbers liO. New
books, not yet processed, total 1^0.
There are Ul magazine titles, four of which are professional
titles. Because teachers may borrow from the Professional Library
located at the Instructional Services Center in Atlanta, a large col¬
lection of professional books and magazines is no longer a necessity
in the school libraries of the city. All magazines at Rivers School
Library circulate to both students and teachers.
A vertical file, located near the card catalog, contains a
picture collection as well as pamphlet and clipping material. All
vertical file materials circulate. One section of the vertical file
serves the map collection, where maps are folded, labeled and alpha¬
betically arranged.
Collections of Audio-Visual Materials
Rivers School Library has h93 records and 128 filmstrips which *
are fully cataloged with analytics. Records and filmstrips circu¬
late to teachers, only.
Audio-visual equipment is stored both in the principal's
office and in the library. The library has a movie projector, table,
and screen; a listening station with eight head sets, two record
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players, two filmstrip pre-viewers for individual use, one filmstrip
pre-viewer for small group use, a tape recorder, and a controlled
reader. -^'he library is not wired for television.
The Library Program
All classes have a scheduled library period once each week,
except the kindergarten. Periods last from one half hour to two
hours, the latter usually a special reference period for seventh
grade pupils.
The librarian conducts a story hour for all first, second, and
third grade classes. She meets all fourth and fifth grade classes
every other week for oral reading, record listening, or lessons in
the use of the library. Teachers do n^ accompany classes for
these activities; however, on alternate weeks, teachers are present,
when both the teacher and the librarian supervise reference work.
Ihe librarian does supervised reference work with sixth and
seventh grade pupils, teaches the use of the Abridged Readers' Guide
and gives book talks as time and energy permit. The librarian ap¬
pears about three times each year on the Magic Book television pro¬
gram, broadcast from WETV, the educational television station in
Atlanta. She also publishes a library newsletter which appears
three to four times each year.
Viewing and listening activities are accommodated at a library
table, where a portable listening station with eight head sets can
be set up for student use. Filmstrip pre-viewers may also be placed
on the table for the use of individuals or small groups. A record
player is available and is used for listening by an entire class at
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a scheduled library period as part of the library program, or may
be used for an English lesson, as part of the school program.
Personnel
There is one trained librarian and a two-day-per-week
secretary, spasmodically assigned. There is also Parents Associa¬
tion help of from six to eight hours per week. The lack of adequate
personnel in this large school, with its active library program,
is acute.
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this study involves answering the following
questions:
1. Are pupils reading beyond grade level?
2. What types of books are preferred in both fiction and
nonfiction?
The above questions isolate maturity level and interest, two aspects
of the reading pattern ■which have implications for book selection.
In order to answer the questions, it was necessary to find
answers to -the following:
1. "What was the total circulation in a selected third, fourth,
and fifth grade for a 13-week period?
2. What are pupil interests as revealed by circulation statis'bics?
3. What are the reading patterns of a sample of 30 pupils from
the selected third, fourth and fifth grades?
The librarian had observed that books purchased with the
seventh grade pupils in mind were circulating among intermediate grade
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pupils. She received the impression that the tastfes of the inter¬
mediate grade pupils were sophisticated beyond their years. There¬
fore, the impression needed to be validated by objective study, fcr
if it proved to be correct, book selection policies ought to be
changed.
Assumptions
Certain assumptions, related to the purpose and scope of
this study, were necessary to its methodology. It was assumed,
first, that pupils were reading beyond their grade levels. To
prove or disprove such an assumption, it was necessary to answer
the following questions:
1. IflJhatrare the grade levels or reading levels of students
as determined by testing?
2. What does the circulation count reveal about the readability
levels of titles read?
3. How do grade levels or readability levels of titles read
correlated with grade levels or reading scores of pupils?
The second assumption implies that some subject areas are
more popular than others. Findings in this area should directly
determine book selection policies.
The third assumption concerned itself with isolating the 10
most popular fiction titles and the 10 most popular nonfiction titles.
This data would have a bearing on purchasing of multiple copies, a
significant matter in a large school. Inherent in this same assump¬
tion were the following queries: (1) are pupils reading the Newbery
Medal Books? and (2) how popular are the children's classics with the
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selected grades?
The fourth assumption dealt with the reading patterns of 30
pupils. It assumed that each reading pattern would be individual}
that it would reflect, in general, the pupil's reading ability as
revealed by his reading scorej that it would show growth in variety
of interests among good readers and a more constricted pattern
among poor readers, who should reveal fewer interests and vacillating
interests.
Methodology
In order to fulfill the purposes of this study, the following
procedures were undertaken:
(l) Circulation Statistics for the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Grade
Pupils were collected over a thirteen-week period, from January 22,
1968, to April 22, 1968. This period was chosen as representative
since it is free of extended school vacations, seasonal illnesses and
special school events.
The third, fourth, and fifth grades were chosen because it
seemed that circulation of titles in this grade range was unusually
sophisticated. The Rivers School had three classes on the third
grade levelj three on the fourth grade level} and four on the fifth
grade level in January, 1968. Class registrations of the selected
grades totaled 32 pupils in the third grade, 30 pupils in the fourth
grade, and 29 pupils in the fifth grade.
If circulation statistics were to be recorded each week, the
question arose as to what time of the week figures were apt to be
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most accurate. Because of its open door policy which permits
absentees, who missed a scheduled library period, to borrow at
another time, it was decided that a week-end count would be most
accurate. The week-end count was made for each circulation in
the selected third, fourth and fifth grades. A three by five
inch slip contained the following data: Dewey Decimal classifica¬
tion number; author; title; grade of the borrower;and date of circu¬
lation. Teachers' circulations and renewals were not counted.
Circulation statistics, once collected, were arranged by grades.
Statistics were then arranged by Dewey Decimal System, resulting
in an analysis by broad subject areas of books checked out. The
broad subject areas revealed pupil interests, in general.
(2) Case Studies of the Reading of Thirty Selected Pupils in the
Third, Fourth and Fifth Grades were prepared and analyzed.
In order to study the reading patterns of the sati^jle of 30
students, it was necessary to decide on a source for the sampling.
The sampling was made from the State Register, where boys and girls
are entered separately and alphabetically. Five boys and five girls
were chosen from each of the selected third, fourth and fifth grades.
The choice was made by starting at the top of the list and picking
every other name on the Boys' List to a total of five; and every
other name on the Girls' List, to a total of five. These pupils
were then identified, through the use of the California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity,^ by age and intelligence. Reading scores
^Elizabeth T. Sullivan, et al., California Short-Form Test
of Mental Maturity (California Test Bureau, 19b3).
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were obtained from the administration of the Metropolitan Achieve¬
ment Tests^ and the Basic Reading Test*^
Walter N. Durost, et al.. Metropolitan Achievement Tests,
Intermediate Battery (New York; Harcoiirt, Brace and V/orld, Inc., 1963).
p^Marion Monroe and Helen Hobinson, Basic Reading Test to Accom¬
pany More Roads to Follow (Chicago; Scott, Foresman and Co., 1965).
CHAPTER II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE READING PATTERNS OF A SELECTED SA>1PLE
OF INTERMEDIATE GRADE PUPILS AT THE RIVERS ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
A Description of Reading Patterns
Based on 'l‘otal Circulation Statistics
As was reported in the methodological procedure, circulation
statistics for a selected sample of third, fourth and fifth grade
pujjils were to be collected over a three-month period. Statistics
were then to be arranged by Dewey Decimal System classification in
order to discover prominent reading interests of pupils in each of
the selected grades. In addition, a selected sample of 30 pupils,
10 from each of the selected grades was to be identified by age,
intelligence and reading score. A record of books circulated to
the selected sample was needed. From such a reading record, it
was expected that a reading pattern would emerge, which would have
implications for individual reading guidance as well as for book
selection.
Findings of the total circulation study revealed that over
a 13-week period, circulation of books to the selected third, fourth
and fifth grades was l,0i;8 (See Table).
The Reading Patterns of Third Grade Pupils
Third grade pupils read a total df 352 books, or an average
of 11 books per child. Fiction was 65 percent and nonfiction 35
13
TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAnON STALLSTICS BY SUBJECT AREA
Number of Books Oirculated
Dewey Classification Grade 3 Grade Jj. Grade 5 Total
00-99 • • • • • • • • • • • •
100-199 • • • • • • • • • • • •
200-299 • • • 2 • • • 2
300-399 19 20 10 k9
iiOO-ii99 • • • • • • • • • • ♦ •
500-599 18 29 19 66
600-699 5 28 21 51+
700-799 1 22 12 35
800-899 1 10 8 ■ 19
900-999 13 35 la 89
Biography 67 h9 ho 156
Total Nonfiction 12k 195 151 1+70
Short Stories 1 9 2 12
Easy Books 27 UU 6 77
Lengthy Fiction 200 157 132 U89
Total Fiction 228 210 liiO 578
Total 352 i;05 291 l,0i+8
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percent of the total circulation. They read 12U nonfiction books
(see Table 2). Nineteen books, or 15 percent, were in the Social
Sciences; 18, or 14 percent, were in Science; Ij, or 10 percent,
were in the area of Geography and History, while five books, or less
than one percent were read in the area of Applied Science. Biography,
which wasextremely popular with third grade pupils, totaled 6? books,
or 54 percent, of the total nonfiction circulation. No pupil in
this sampling read in the areas of General Works, Philosophy, Religion,
and Language.
Of the fiction circulated to the third grade, only 27, or 11
percent, appeared in the Easy category, a designation for picture
books, pre-primers, and "I-Can-Read" publications.
The Reading Patterns of Fourth Grade Pupils
The fourth grade pupils read a total of 405 books for an average
of 13^ books per child (see Table 3). Fiction represented 52 percent
and nonfiction 48 percent of the total circulation. Nonfiction books
read numbered 195• Of that number, 35, or l8 percent, were in the
area of Geography and History; 29 books, or 15 percent, were in Science;
28 books, or 14 percent, were read in Applied Science; 22 books, or
11 percent, in the Arts; 20 books, or 10 percent, in the Social Sciences
10 books, or 5 percent in Literature. Biography, the most popular of
the nonfiction categories, totaled 49 books, oi* 25 percent, of the
total nonfiction circulation. No pupil in the fourth grade sample
read in the following areas: General i^orks. Philosophy and Language.
Fiction, as in the third grade sample, was favored above nonfiction.
Of the fiction circulated to the fourth grade, 4U books, or 20 percent.
TABLE 2
TOTAL CIRCULATION OF BOOKS TO THIRD GRADE PUPILS
Dates of
Circulation Fiction Nonfiction Total
1/22/68 18 13 31
1/29/68 20 9 29
2/5/68 18 7 25
2/12/68 18 7 25
2/12/68 lii 10 2ii
2/19/68 21 10 31
^/26/68 11 12 23
3/U/68 16 10 26
3/11/68 20 13 33
3/18/68 18 10 28
U/V68 17 7 2U
I4/8/68 22 7 29
U/15/68 20 6 26
h/22/eb 13 10 23
Total 228 12U 352
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TABLE 3
TOTAL CIRCULATION OF BOOKS TO FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
Dates of
Circulation Fiction Nonfiction Total
1/22/68 18 26 Ui
1/29/68 15 22 37
2/5/68 16 23 39
2A2/68 18 11 29
2/19/68 19 20 39
2/26/68 12 20 32
3/V68 17 9 26
3/11/68 15 12 27
3/18/68 18 7 25
li/1/68 19 12 31
ii/8/68 23 11 3ii
ii/15/68 10 10 20
li/22/68 10 12 22
Total 210 195 ii05
were in the Easy book category. There were nine circulations of
titles from the Short Story Collection to the fourth grade as compared
with one circulation to the third grade.
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The Reading Patterns of Fifth Grade Pupils
The fifth grade pupils read a total of 291 books for an
average of 10 books per child (see Table U)« Fiction accounted
for U8 percent and nonfiction accounted for 52 percent of the total
circulation. Nonfiction books read numbered l5l» Of that number,
Ul, or 30 percent, were in Geography and History; 21, or 10 percent,
were in the area of Applied Science; 19 books, or 10 percent, were
read in Science; 10,bbokte> or 6 percent, were in the Social Sciences.
Biography accounted for iiO books, or 21 percent, of the total non¬
fiction circulation. Whereas Biography proved the most popular
nonfiction category in both the third and fourth grade samplings,
the fifth grade sampling revealed that fifth grade readers, during
the 13-week period of this investigation, read as many Geography and
History books as Biography titles. No fifth grade pupil read in
the areas of General Works, Hilosophy, Religion and Language. The
statistics revealed that fiction, totaling IJ4.O and nonfiction total¬
ing l5l vied with each other in popularity among fifth grade readers.
An Analysis of Circulation Statistics
by Subject Area
Biography, the most popular nonfiction category checked out
to third grade pupils during the 13-week period ranged from books
about American presidents and historical figures, through inventors,
European conquerors, to baseball players. However, baseball players
accounted for only four of the total 6? circulations in Biography.
Of the 18 circulations in Science to third grade children, the majority
TABLE h
TOTAL atRCULATEON OF BOOKS TO FIFTH GRADE PUPILS
bates of
Circulation Fiction Nonfiction Total
1/22/68 12 he 58
1/29/68 3 12 15
2/5/68 8 17 25
2/12/68 11 16 27
2/19/68 Ik 12 26
2/26/68 6 k 10
3/ii/68 6 7 13
3/11/68 3 .5 8
3/18/68 22 3 25
Ul/168 10 13 23
k/Q/6Q 7 8 15
U/15/68 32 3 35
b/22/68 6 5 11
Total lUo 151 291
were books about dinosaurs and the prehistoric world. The majority
of the 13 books circulated from the Geography and History class
dealt with World War II, and ranged in readability level from the
fifth to the ninth grades. Only one of these books contained a
large number of pictures.
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Biography, the most popiilar nonfiction category checked out
to fourth grade pupils was concerned mainly with figures in American
history. American generals rather than presidents appealed to
fourth grade readers; only one pupil read about an inventor. There
were many circulations of titles dealing with the lives of presidents'
wives and other famous women in American history. There were a few
circulations of books about European conquerors, and six circulations
of books about baseball heroes out of the total h9 biographical
books borrowed. In Geography and History, the next most popular
nonfiction category in the fourth grade, 23 of the 35 books circulated
dealt with World War II and were on the fifth to the ninth grade reading
level. Only one of the books included pictures. In Science, with
29, dinosaurs and the prehistoric world were most favored, with the
sea, insects and animals also very popular. Applied Science had 28
circulations with jets and rockets, the most popular subject; dogs
and their care were next in popularity; with automobiles, codes and
ciphers; and model railroading popular, in that order. The Fine
Arts class (which includes books about sports in the Dewey Classifi¬
cation scheme) reflects the fourth grade boys' interest in baseball,
football, ahd basketball.
Geography and History, the most popular nonfiction category
among the fifth grade pupils, revealed a wide range of interests,
from the history of ancient Greece to World War II. The majority
of the books were about the American Revolution, with the Civil War
ranking next in popular interest. Only three books were read on
the subject of World War II.
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Biography, the second most popular nonfiction category among
fifth grade pupils covered a wide range of figures in American
history. Although a few readers were interested in the lives of
American presidents, frontier heroes were more popular. Two
readers read about Orville Wright, but no other inventor appeared
in the circulation statistics. Famous American women in history.
Pirate La Pitte, and General Robert E. Lee were most popular. There
were no circulations of biographies of sports figures. In Applied
Science, the majority of the 21 books circulated were in the area of
anatomy, totaling 10 circulations. War weapons, predominantly
Civil War Weapons, followed in popularity (see Table 1).
The five subject areas which seemed to be of most interest
to the third, fourth and fifth grade pupils as evidenced by the
circulation statistics were Biography with a circulation of l56j
Geography and History with 8?; Science with 66j Applied Science with
5Uj and Social Science with h9 (see Table 1).
The 10 most popular titles, shown in Table 5, included five
books of individual biography, four in the field of history and one
in science work.
An Analysis of the Circulation of Fiction
Titles
The most popular fiction books with third grade pupils during
the 13-week period of this study proved to be the Caroline Haywood
series of Betsy stories, with a total circulation of 14.9 for all
titles in the series. Next in popularity were the Mary Poppins stories
by Paul Travers with a total circulation of l8 for all stories in the
TABLE 5
THE TEN MOST POPULAR NONFICTION TITLES IN THE COMBINED







1. B Various Betsy Ross 12
2. B Various John F. Kennedy 10
3. B Various Robert E. Lee 10
h- B Various Abraham Lincoln 10
B Various Piratee La Fitte 7
6. 568.1 Andrews, R. All about Dinosaurs 5
7. 9U0.5U Shirer, W. The Sinking of the
Bismarck 5
8. 9U0.5U Lawson, T. Thirty Seconds over
Tokyo h
9. 9li3 Shirer, W. The Rise and Fall
of Adolph Hitler h
10. 9U0.5U Reynolds, Q. The Battle of
Britain 3
series. A. A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh stories ranked third with
a total circulation of 10 for both Winnie-the-Pooh and The House
at Pooh Corner. Third grade readers read the following children's
classics: Mary Poppins by Paul Travers, eight circulations; Treasure
Island (adapted) by Robert Louis Stevenson, seven: Winnie-the-Pooh
by A. A. Milne, seven; Pippi Longstockings by Astrid Lindgren, four;
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Black Beauty by Anna Sewell, four; Charlotte’s Web by E. B. White,
three; Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum, two; and Pinocchio by Carlo
Lorenzini, two circulations. No Newbery Medal books were read
by pupils in the third grade.
In the fourth grade, the most popular books were the Laura
Ingalls Wilder stories, with a total circulation of 2k for all titles
in the Little House series. Next in popularity was Ifi-lson Gage's
Miss Osborne the Mop with a circulation of five. fiudyard Kipling's
Just So Stories r^ked third with a circulation of four. Children's
classics read by the fourth grade pupils were: The Long Winter by
Laura Ingalls lender, eight circulations ; By the Shores of Silver
Lakeby Laura Ingalls Wilder, four; Charlotte's Web by E. B. White,
four; The Little House in the Big Woods by LauraIngalls Wilder, four;
Just So Stories by Rudyard Kiping, four; Five Little Peppers and
How They Grew by Margaret Sidney, three; and On the Banks of Plum
Creek by Laura Ingalls Wilder, three. There was one circulation for'
each of the following; Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum, Peter Fan by
James Barrie, Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll, and Pinocchio by
Carlo Lorenzini. Newbery Medal books read by the fourth grade were;
A Wrinkle in Time by Madeline L'Engle, Island of the Blhe Dolphins
by Scott O'Dell, and The Witch of Blackbird Pond by Elizabeth Speare.
In the fifth grade, Walter Farley's horse stories were most
popular, with 12 circulations for all titles. Caroline Haywood's
Betsy stories ranked second with six circulations for all titles.
Hugh Lofting's Dr. Doolittle stories, Mary Norton's The Borrowers,
Joseph Altsheler's historical fiction, and The Twenty-One Balloons
2h
by ¥. Pens Du Bois had four circulations each. Children's classics
read by the fifth grade pupils were: The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
by Mark Twain, two circulations; Charlotte's Web by E. B. White, two;
The Feterkin Papers by L. P. Hale, Winnie-the-Pooh by A. A. Milne,
Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling, White Fang by Jack London, The
Yearling by M. K. Rawlings, Five Little Peppers and How, They Grew
by Margaret Sidney, Penrod by Booth Tarkington and Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne had one circulation each. The
fifth grade pupils read eight Newbery Medal books: The Twenty-One
Balloons by W. Pehe” DuBois, King of the Wind by Margaret Henry,
Onion John by Joseph Krumgold, the Voyages of Dr. Doolittle by Hugh
Lofting, A Wrinkle in Time by Madeline L'Engle, Caddie Woodlawn by
Carol Brink, Call it Courage by Armstrong Perry and The Witch of
Blackbird Pond by Elizabeth Speare.
The ten most popular fiction titles among all pupils in the
sample are shown in Table 6
TABLE 6
THE TEN MOST POPULAR FICTION TITLES IN THE COMBINED




1. A. A. Milne Winnie-the-Pooh 10
2. E. B. White Charlotte's Web 9
3. L. I. Wilder The Long Winter 9
P.L. Travers Mary Poppins 9
5. L.I. Wilder By the Shores of Silver lake 7
6. P.L.Travers Mary Poppins Opens the Door 7
7. R.L.Stevenson Treasure Island (adapted) 7
8. R. Kipling Just So Stories $
9. C. Haywood Betsy and the Boys 6
10. W. Gage Miss Osborne the Mop 5
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CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES OF THE READING OF THIRTI SELECTED PUPILS
IN THE THIRD, FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADES
The first assumption was that pupils were reading beyond
their grade levels. To prove or disprove this assumption, certain
techniques were necessary. First, the librarian had to know the
chronological ages of the 30 pupils in the sample; these were
available in the pupils’ permanent records on file at Rivers School.
Secondly, it was necessary to know the intelligence level of each
of the 30 pupils. These data wei^ also available in the permanent
records. Thirdly, it was necessary to know the pupils' reading
scores as determined by standard tests and since Rivers School
participates in a program of standardized testing,these data were
also available at the school. The principal of Rivers School grant¬
ed permission for the examination of permanent records in the interests
of this study.
A total of 260 books was checked out by the 30 children in
the sample. Third grade pupils read 79 books; fourth grade pupils
■read II8 books; and fifth grade pupils read 63 books. Reading
records for the sampling in each grade were collected during the
13-week period of this study. Once the reading records had been
collected, it was necessary to establish the readibility for each
of the titles circulated.
Readibility level is designated by grade level in the profes-
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sional bibliographic tools. A grade level, however, is not static.
It is affected by the general rise in the educational level in
our country which tends to create a better informed pupil than that
of 10 years ago. It is affected, indirectly, by the mass media,
which bring within the range of the child's experience emotional
as well as factual knowledge which was unknown to the child of 10
years ago. Professional bibliographic aids reflect these factors,
as can be noted by comparing Children's Catalog, 1961 edition, which
places The Borrowers by Mary Nortin in the fourth to seventh grade
range, with Children's Catalog, 1966 edition, which places the sarre
book in the third to the sixth grade range. Mary Gaver, in The
Elementary School Library Collection^ omits numbered grades, using
in their place, the designation of P for Primary, I for Intermediate
and A for Advanced (sixth grade and up). However, since there are,
at present, many graded schools in the public school systems in the
United States, both the teacher and librarian employed in the graded
school which uses a basic reader as part of its method of teaching
reading, find a grade designation useful. There are times when the
librarian may suggest a book one grade easier than the basic reader
which is being read in class, and gradually, via the art of reading
guidance, lead the discouraged student up to the reading level of
his class. There are times when both the teacher and the librarian,
via the grade level of a book, may lead the facile leader into an
unfamiliar subject area, which is difficult for him. Leading or
^Mary Gaver, The Elementary School Library Collection, 3rd
ed (Newark, New Jersey: The Bro-Dart Foundation, 196?
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guiding the reader must be done gradually, and done by readability
level. So, the readability level of a book has significance. In
establishing the readability levels of books read by the 30 pupils
in the sample, the following bibliographic tools were used: Georgia
Library List,^ Children's Books for Schools and Libraries,^ Best
Books for Children,3 Standard Catalog for Hi^h School Libraries,^
The .Elementary School Library Collection,^ Book Review Digest,^
7
Standard Catalog for Public Libraries,T and the Junior High School
Library Catalog.^ A publication entitled Supplementary Readers^
was used to establish the grade levels of two adapted classics and
the librarian's knowledge of readibility levels was utilized in estab¬
lishing grade levels for six books, three of which were predominantly
^Department of Education, Georgia Library List for Elementary
and High Schools (Atlanta, Georgia: Department of Education, 19b5-)•
^Phyllis B. Steckler, ed.. Children's Books for Schools and
Libraries (New York: R. R. Bowker., 1966-1967).
•^Joan Sragow, comp.. Best Books for Children, 10th ed. (New
York: R. R. Bowker Co., 1968).
8-Dorothy Herbert Vfest and Estelle A. Fidell, eds.. Standard
Catalog for High School Libraries, 7th ed. (New York: H.¥.Wilson Co.,
1962).
^Gaver, op.cit.
^Book Review Digest (New York: H. W. Wilson ^o., 1919-)*
7
Dorothy Herbert West and Estelle A. Fidell, comps.. Standard
Catalog for Public Libraries (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1980-1963).
^Rachel Shor and Estelle A. Fidell, eds.. Junior High School
Library Catalog (New York: H. W. Wilson Co,, 1965)•
Estate Department of Education, Supplementary Readers (Atlanta,
Georgia: State Department of Education, 1965-).
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adult picture books for which the bibliographic aids offered reviews
but no suggestion of grade levels.
Case Studies of Ten Third Grade Pupils
The chronological ages of l^he pupils in the third grade sample
ranged from eight to nine years in the month of January, 1968, when
this study began. Intelligence quotients of the sample ranged from
a low of 93 to a high of 132. Reading scores ranged from Very Low
to Very High on a standardized reading test. As might have been
anticipated, the_;children who were over-age in grade raiked low
in the reading test, while the majority of students who were eight
and one half years old, the average age for fourth grade students,
ranged from High to Very High on the reading test (see Table 7).
Case lB-3
The first hoy in the third grade sample was eight years old,
with an I.Q. of 132, which is very high. Although his reading score
translated in Low Average on the reading test, his reading record,
gathered over a 13-week period, told a different story. It revealed
that this boy read 10 books for his own pleasure, and of the 10 books
which he read, two were on the high school level of readability^ one,
on the seventh grade and up readability levelj six had a readabililty
level of the third through the seventh grades; one, of the fourth to
the sixth grade. The Boy*s reading pattern demonstrated a prefer¬
ence for Biography, and in the area of Biography, he liked to read
about American presidents and frontier personalities. In fiction, he
was interested in dog stories; even selecting one nonfiction book
TABLE 7
CHRONONICAL AGE, I.Q., AND READING SCORES OF A SELECTED
SAMPLE, OF TEN THIRD GRADE PUPILS
Case
Chronological
Age* I .Q.** Reading Score***
Boys
lB-3 8 132 Low Average
2B-3 127 High Average
3B-3 131 High
i;B-3 9 106 Low
5b-3 9 93 Low
Girls
lG-3 117 Low Average
2G-3 132 Very High
3G-3 eh 132 Very High
UQ-3 eh 120 Very Low
5f-3 8 116 Very Low
*As of January, 1968.
•JHt Elizabeth T. Sullivan, et al, California Short-Form Test of
Mental Maturity (California Test Bureau, 1953). Administered on
April 1, 1968^
■JHHiMarion Monroe and Helen Robinson, Basic Reading Test to Accompany
More Roads to Follow (Chicago, Ill: Scott, Foresman and Go., 1965)•
Administered April, 1968.
in this area of interest. His reading pattern was a masculine one
and, according to the reading record, this pupil was reading beyond
his grade level (see Table 8).
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TABLE 8














1/29/68 1 636.7 Behan, J. Dogs of Wax^= 3-7
2/19/68 1 B Tallant, R. Pirate La Fitte
and the Battle
of New Orleans 3-7
3/11/68 1 B Parks, A Teddy Roosevelt 3-7
3/8/68 1 B Frisbee, L. John F, Kennedy 3-7
ii/1/68 2 F Olivant, A. Bob, Son of Battle 9-12
F Kjelgaard, J. Nose for Trouble 9-12
U/6/68 2 B Monsell, H. Tom Jefferson 3-7
F Sutton, F, We Were There at
Pearl Hatbor U-6
yi5/68 1 B Daniels, J. Robert E. Lee 7 up




The second boy in the third grade was eight and one half
years old, had an I.Q. of 127> and a reading score of High Average
(see Table ?)• During the period of the study, he read a total of
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five books, the lowest number read by any pupil in the third grade.
Four of the books ranged from grade six to ten, and one from grade
three to grade five, so his reading record tends to underscore the
findings of the reading test that this particular pupil is a good
reader. According to the reading record, he is reading beyond
his grade level (see Table 9)»
TABLE 9















Milne, A.A. Winnie-the-Pooh 3-5
li/1/68 1 F Brooks, W. Freddy and the
Men from Mars 5-6
ii/l5/68 1. SC Fenner, P. Pirates, Pirates, ii-6
Pirates
U/22/68 2 - 793.7 Withers, C. Riddles of
Many Lands 5-10




The third boy in the third grade sample was eight and one half
years oldj had an I.Q. of 131 and a reading test score of High (see
Table ?)• One might make the assumption, based upon his reading
score, that he would read a greater number of books than either Case
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lB-3 -or Case 2B-3; and that the quality of books read would be mature.
Upon examination of his reading record, it was found that he read 10
books during the period of this study, second to the largest number
read by any pupil in the third grade sample. Of the 10 books read,
four had a readability level of the sixth through the ninth grades;
four, of the fourth to the sixth grade; one was graded as third grade
and up; one book had a readability level of the first through the
third grade.
This boy revealed a wider range of reading than Case lB-3,
who also read 10 books. Whereas the reading pattern of Case lB-3
was designed around Fiction and Biography, the reading pattern of
Case 3B-3, while designed around nonfiction, covered a wide range
of subject areas, including legends,fairytales, books about the pre¬
historic world. Biography, Fiction, and Applied Science. Judged
by both the reading record and reading pattern, he is a good reader,
demonstrating both depth and scope in his book selections, and reading
beyond his grade level (see Table 10).
Case UB-3
The fourth boy in the third grade sample was nine years old
or over-age for the third grade. He had an I.Q. of 106 and a reading
score of Low in the standard reading test (see Table ?)• He read
a total of seven books. Of the books read, two had a readability
level of grade five through grade nine; two, grade three through
grade seven; one, grade four to grade five; and one, kindergarten
to grade three. The reading pattern of this boy is interesting
when one observes that the pattern began with books of the highest
TABLE 10
















1/22/68 1 398 Dolch, S. Famous Stories 3 up
1/29/68 2 398 Arabian
Nights
Golden Tailes from
the Arabian Nights h-6
937 Sobol, D. First Book of the
Barbarian Invaders 6-9
2/12/68 1 398 Lang, A. Orange Fairy Book U-6
2/26/68 1 560 Knight, K. Life through the
Ages 7-8
3/li/68 1 568 Andrews, R. All about Dinosaurs 7-8
3/16/68 1 398 Lang, A. Olive Fairy Book h-6
U/1/68 1 B Judson, C. Abraham Lincoln 1-3
V8/68 1 F Lindgren, A. Pippi Longstockings h-6
U/22/68 1 629.1 Hoyt, E. ■Whirlybirds 6-8
Total 10
readability levels and ended with those of the lowest readability
levels. Questions arise as to whether this child was attempting
to surpass the class at the beginning of the Spring term; to impress
the teacher; or attempting to read at a level which was too difficult
for him because he was attracted by the subject matter of the book.
By the end of the period of this study, judging by his reading
3h
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pattern, he seemed to have borrowed books which were more suited
to his reading ability. His reading pattern was shaped around Fiction
and Biography with only one book in a subject area. Three of the
four fiction books read were sports stories; the other was a children's
classic. According to his reading record, he was reading above his
grade level despite the downward curve of his reading pattern (see
Table 11).
TABLE 11













1/29/68 1 623. li Colby, C. Revolutionary War
Weapons 5-9
2/12/68 1 B Parks, A. Davy Crockett 3-7
2/26/68 1 F Jackson, C. Bud Plays Junior
High Football 6-9
3/11/68 1 B Holberg, R. Restless Johnny ii-5
li/8/68 1 E Kessler, L. Here Comes the
Strikeout k-3
li/15/68 1 F Bonner, M. Two-Way Pitcher li-7
li/22/68 1 F Lifting, H. Dr. Doolittle and




The fifth third grade case was a boy, nine years old, with
an I.Q. of and a reading score of Low on a standard test (see
Table 7)» He read a total of nine books from February to April.
Since he replaced a student who was transferred, his reading record
may not be complete, since it began one month later, than the study.
Of the nine books read, two were in the seventh to the ninth grade
range of readability; one, in the seventh to eighth; two, in the
fifth to eighth; two, in the fourth to sixth; and two, in the third
to seventh grade range. This pupil read no fiction; choosing,
instead, to concentrate on Biography and History. According to his
reading record, he was reading above his grade level, which finding
contradicts both his I.Q. score and reading test score (see Table 12).
Case lG-3
The first girl in the third grade sample had a chronological
age of eight and one half years, an I.Q. of 117, and a reading score
of Low Average (see Table 7). She read a total of 13 books, the
largest number read by any pupil in the third grade. Of the books
read, one had a readability level of seventh grade and up; three,
from the third to the seventh grade; three, from the fourth to the
sixth grade; two, from the second to the fifth grade; one, from kinder¬
garten to the third grade; three, from the second to the fifth grade.
In defining her reading pattern, one can discount the first book,
surmising that this child had either seen the movie based on the
book, was attracted by the book jacket, or had been told by her teacher
to read a biography for a book report for no other book of such a high
TABLE 12













2/19/6b 1 B Stevenson, A. Abe Lincoln 3-7
2/26/68 1 B Ruth, G. His Story in Base¬
ball 5-8
3/U/68 1 B Corcoran, J. Elias Howe 3-7
3/11/68 1 9U0.5U Barnett, C. Battle of El Alamein 5-9
3/18/68 1 9li0.3 Snyder, L. First Book of World
War I U-6
U/1/68 1 B Hunt, M. Better Known as
Johnny Appleseed 7-9
ii/8/68 1 973.3 Bliven, B. American xievolution 7-8
yi5/68 1 B Hatch, A, Young Ike i^-6
U/22/68 1 9it0.5iiU Lawson, T, Thirty Seconds over
Tokyo 7-9
Total 9
*This student replaced former Case 5B-3) who was transferred to
another school.
readibility level appears later in her reading record. Her reading
pattern was designed around Fiction; 11 of the 13 books which she
read were in this category and of the fiction read, six were children's
classics. Apparently this child, though she scored Low Average on
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the reading test, had been exposed to effective reading guidance.
either at home or at school. Eight of the books idiich she read were
beyond her grade level, while four may be considered at her grade
level (see Table 13).
TABLE 13














1/22/68 1 B Gilbreth, F. Cheaper by the Dozen 7 up
2/5/68 1 F Baum, F. Wizard of Oz ii-6
2/12/68 1 F Haywood, C. Penny Goes to Camp 2-ii
2/19/68 1 F White, E. Charlotte's Web i;-6
2/26/68 1 39h.2 Adams, F. Highdays and Holidays 3-7
3/U/68 1 F Travers, P. Mary Poppins Comes
Back U-7
3/11/68 2 E Potter, B. Tale of Peter Rabbit K-3
F Haywood, C. Here Comes the Bus 2-3
3/18/68 1 F Milne, A.A. Winnie-the-Pooh 3-5
U/1/68 1 F Lindgren, A. Pippi Longstockings U-6
V8/68 1 F Haywood, C. Back to School with
Betsy 2-U
U/15/68 1 F Haywood, C. Annie, Pat, and
Eddie 2-5




The second girl was eight and one half years old, with an I.Q.
of 132 and a reading score of Very High (see Table 7)» She read
eight books; two with a readability level of fourth through seventh
grade, four, fourth to sixth grade and two, second to fifth grade.
Seven of the eight books which were read were fiction, while three
of these were children's classics. Though the readability level
of the books which were read by this pupil is considerably beyond
her grade level, one might have expected that this girl, with her
high I.Q. and high reading score would have read in greater numbers
(see Table lU)«
Case 3G-3
The third girl had an I.Q. of 132 and a reading score of Very
High (see Table ?)• She read five books, all of them fiction, with
a readability level from the fifth to the ninth grade. The reading
pattern revealed a preference for stories about horses, an interest
which a librarian usually finds in the fourth or fifth grade pupil.
It might have been expected that this pupil, because of her high
I.Q. and high reading score, would have read more consistently, than her
reading record shows; however, she read beyond her grade level (see
Table 1^).
Case UG-3
The fourth girl had a chronological age of eight and one half
years, an I.Q. of 120, and a reading score of Very Low (see Table 7).
Studying her reading record, one observes that this child read six
books; three of them had a readability level of from the fourth to
TABLE Hi














1/22/68 1 F Stenson, R. ’ Treasure Island
(adapted) ii-6
2/5/68 1 39li.2 Guilfoile,E. Valentine's Day 2-5
2/12/68 1 F White, E. The Uninvited Donkey U-6
2/19/68 1 F Milne, A.A. Winnie-the-Pooh 3-5
3/11/68 1 F Wilder, L. Little House in the
Big Woods ii-6
i;/l/68 1 F Sewell A. Black Beauty ii-7
U/8/68 1 F Hyndman, J. On Your Toes, Sxzsie 5-7




















2/19/68 1 F Anckarsvard, K. Robber Ghost 7-9
2/26/68 1 F Brown, P. Silver Heels 3-5
3/U/68 1 F Murphy, B. Wild Stallion li-6 ,
3/18/68 1 F Farley, W. Black Stallion's
Filly 5-6
li/1/68 1 F McMeekin, I. Kentucky Derby
Winner 5-9
Total 5
the seventh grade, one, from the fourth to the sixth gradej two, second
to fourth grade. Her reading pattern reveals an upward trend start¬
ing with books at a lower and ending with books of a higher readability
level. Though this pupil scored Very Low on the reading test, her
reading record shows that she is reading beyond her grade level and
that she is growing in reading maturity (see Table 16).
Case 5G-3
This girl replaced another pupil who was transferred to a new
school so her reading record, which began on February 19, 1968, may
be imcomplete. She was eight years old, with an I.Q. of 113 and a
reading score of Very Low (see Table ?)• During the period of this
TABLE 16













2/19/68 1 F Haywood, C. Back to School with
Betsy 2-h
2/26/68 1 F Haywood, C. Eddie's Green Thumb Z-h
3/11/68 1 F Travers, P. Mary Poppins U-7
3/18/68 1 F Travers, P. Mary Poppins in the
Park U-7
ii/8/68 1 F Travers, P. Maiy Poppins Comes
Back 1a-7
ii/22/68 1 F Lang, D. Strawberry Roan U-6
Total 10
study, she regtd six booksj with one book ranging in readability level
from the fourth to the sixth grade. The other five books are placed,
on the average, at the third grade level, but as may be observed from
her reading record, there is steady growth, one grade at a time, from
the first book to the fifth. Her choice of the sixth book was
probably seasonal. Though she scored Very Low in the reading test,
her reading record demonstrates a steady growth in reading ability
(see Table 17).
TABLE 17














2/19/68 1 E Reeves, K. Curious Doings at the
Mouse House K-3
3/U/68 1 F Haywood, C. Betsy and Billy 2-3
3/18/68 2 F Moore, L. The Snake that Went
to School 3-h
F Frost, F. Little Fox 3-5
U/1/68 1 F MacGregor, E. Miss Pickerel Goes to
Mars U-6
h/8/68 1 E Friedrich, P. The Easter Bunny that
Overslept Pre-3
Total 6
*This student replaced former 5G-3> who was transferred to another
school.
Case Studies of Ten Fourth Grade Pupils
The chronological ages of the pupils in the fourth grade sample
ranged from nine to ten years; intelligence quotients ranged from a
low of 93 to a high of 13h; and reading scores, from a low of 3*1
(third grade plus one month) to a high of 7*3 (seventh grade plus
three mohths). Two children, aged 10, were over-age in grade; one
of these had a high I.Q. and one, a low I.Q. (see Table 18). Children
with lower I.Q.'s had lower reading scores, which was not the case in
U3
TABLE 18
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, I.Q., AND READING SCORES OF A SELECTED






1B-1+ 9 131 7.3
2B-li 10 121 5.0
3B-U 5^ 108 3.1
hB-h 10 93 3.9
5B-U 9 13U 7.3
Girls
IG-U 9 129 7.3
2G-U 9 118 5.5
3G-li 9 117 5.1
llG-U 5^ 127 6.U
5G-U 9k 102 3.U
■M-As of January, 1968 •
■JHtAs measured by the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
administered on April 20, 1968.
•5H««-As measured by the "Metropolitan Achievement Test," Form A,
administered on October 2, 196?.
the third grade sample (see Table ?)• There appeared to be more
correlation between I.Q. and reading score in the fourth grade sample




The first boy in the fourth grade sample was nine years old
with an I.Q. of 131 and a reading score of seventh grade plus three
months (see Table 5-8) • He read a total of 18 books, the second
largest number of books read in the fourth grade. Of the 18 books,
one was adult and seven were on the high school readability level;
three, on the sixth to the ninth grade readability level; four, on
the fourth to the ninth grade; two, on the third to the sixth grade;
and two, on the second to the fifth grade readability level. His
reading pattern divided into 12 nonfiction books and six fiction
books, with the nonfiction choices concentrated in the area of Applied
Science, while fiction choices were varied in theme. The reading
pattern, beginning with books in Applied Science, branched out to
fiction, sports, religion, and travel. This boy seemed to be reading
to satisfy current interests and to develop new interests. His read¬
ing record demonstrated good reading ability and showed that this
child was reading above his grade level (see Table 19).
Case 2B-i4
The second boy was 10 years old, with an I.Q. of 121 and a
reading score of fifth grade (see Table 18). His I.Q. indicated
that he is intelligent but apparently he does not like to read; his
reading record showed that he read only four books during the period
of this study; two with a seventh to ninth grade readability level
and two with a readability level ranging from the fourth to the ninth
grade. All of the books which this pupil read were nonfiction, and
in his selections, books about the sea were one of his major interests.
TABLE 19
















1/22/68 3 57li.92 Hinton, S. Exploring under the
Sea 14-9
680 Deeming, J. Paper-craft 5-9
590.7 Broekel, R. Book of Tropical Fish 1-3
1/29/68 2 652 L&ftJ• Codes and Ciphers 7-9
629.2 stein, R. Treasury of the
Automobile 12 up
2/5/68 2 8o8.8 Arbuthnot, M. Time for True Tales
and Almost True K-6
620.14 Asimov, I. Satellites in Outer
Space 3-6
2/12/68 3 F Clarke, T. Puddle-jumper 7-9
F Baumann, H, I Marched with
Hannibal 9-12
636 Taber, G. First Book of Dogs 2-5
2/26/68 2 398.14 Leodhas, N. Gaelic Ghosts 2-14
F Burnford, S. Incredible Jourey 9-12
3/U/68 1 F Stevenson, R. The Strange Case of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde 10-12
3/18/68 1 sc Fenner, P. Ghosts, Ghosts,
Ghosts 6-9
14/8/68 1 F Lagerlof, S. The Wonderful Ad¬
















U/22/68 3 796.35 Bisher, F. Miracle in Atlanta 10-12
290 Life World's Great
Eeligions 10-12
915.U FairserviSjH. India 6-8
Total 18
Although his reading record was too sparse to offer definitive informa¬
tion, it seemed to indicate that this boy's reading record was more
in harmony with his reading score than with his I.Q. score (see Table
20).
TABLE 20














1/22/68 1 59U.2 Hinton, S. Exploring under the
Sea U-9
2/26/68 1 629.1 Clarke, A. Going into Space 7-9
3/U/68 1 551.U Epstein, S. Real Book about the Sea 7-9
U/22/68 1 9U0.5U Reynolds, Q. Battle of Britain 5-6
Total h
Case 3B-U
The third boy was nine and one half years old with an I.Q.
of 108 and a reading score of 3»1> the lowest in the sampling (see
Table I8), Although his reading score placed his reading skill at
the third grade level, he read a total of eight books; two were on the
seventh to ninth grade readability level; one, on the seventh to eighth;
two, on the fifth to eighth; and two, on the fourth to seventh grade
level (see Table 21). All but one title read were nonfiction ranging
from World War II, through books about the prehistoric world, to one
book about a baseball hero. His reading record was in conflict with
his low reading score as it shows that this pupil was reading beyond
his grade level.
Case UB-lt
This boy was ten years old with an I.Q. of 93, the lowest in
the sample, and a reading score of third grade plus nine months (see
Table 18). His reading record showed that he read 12 books, of which
number, one was on the high school level; four, on the seventh to
ninth grade level; two, on the seventh to eighth grade level; three,
on the fourth to seventh grade level; one, on the third grade level
and up; and one, on the kindergarten to third grade level (see Table
22). Nine of the 12 books read were nonfiction; four of these
were in Science, with three of the four Science books on the subject
of dinosaurs. This pupil read two Newbery Medal booics. He seemed
to be a pxirposeful reader with several sustained interests, notice¬
ably those in World War II and the prehistoric world. His reading
pattern revealed growth of interests, and deepening of current interests.
TABLE 21













1/22/68 1 9li0.3U Shirer, ¥. Sinking of the Bismarck 5-8
1/29/68 1 560 Hoke, A. First Book of Pre¬
historic Animals h-1
2/26/68 1 821.08 Parker, E. 100 More Story Poems 7-9
3/18/68 1 398.2 Lapman, M. Robin Hood U-6
h/8/68 2 F Podolin, S. Man-eater of Shark
Island 7-9
970.1 Berke, E. North American Indians ]4-6
h/ll/68 1 B Ruth, G. His Story in Baseball 5-8
U/15/68 1 568.1 Andrews, R. All about -dinosaurs 7-8
Total 8
TABLE 22














1/29/68 2 355.1 Reeder, R. Medal of Honor Heroes 7-9
821.08 Hubbard, A. The Golden Flute K-3
2/5/68 1 9li3 Shirer, W, Rise and Fall of Adolph
Hitler 7-8
2/26/68 2 359 Colby, C. Our Space Age Navy 3 up
9U0.5U Asprey, R. Semper ■^'’idelis 9-12
3/11/68 2 523.U Gallant, K. Exploring the Planets 7-9
F Geer, C. Dexter and the Deer
Lake Mystery U-6
l;/8/68 2 F L'Engle, M. A Wrinkle in Time 7-9
F O'Dell, S. Island of the Blue
Dolphins 7-9
U/15/68 3 560 Kramer, B. Book of Big Beasts ii-»7
560 Fenton, C. Prehistoric World h-6
568.1 Andrews, R. All about Dinosaurs 7-8
Total 12
*This case study replaced former who was transferred to another
school.
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He was reading considerably beyond his grade level, but his reading
record was in disparity with both his low I.Q. score and his low
reading score. Several explanations present themselves; one is that
there was a misinterpretation of his signature on the book cards,
and another boy's reading record was gathered, as a result of this
error. Another possible explanation is that Case ilB-U grew in reading
skill since the administration of the reading test on October 2, 196?.
It is possible, too, that he checked out tlie books but never read
them. Whatever the explanation may be, there is disharmony between
the reading record and permanent record data on Case iiB-U (see Table 22).
Case 5B-U
The fifth boy in the fourth grade sample was nine years old
with an I.Q. of 13U and a reading level of seventh grade plus three
months (see Table l8). He had the highest I.Q. in the sample and
ranked with two other pupils at the highest reading level. He read
seven books, of which one was on the seventh to ninth grade level of
readability; one, on the seventh to eighth grade; one, on the fifth
to eighth grade; and four, on the foTorth to sixth grade level. AH
but one book were nonfiction and the nonfiction selected centered
about military figures and insect life. His reading pattern disclosed
a descending trend in readability level, which may be explained by
the fact that insect life was a new area for this child, and may have
been a class assignment. His r eading record revealed that he was
reading beyond his grade level but not as well as both his I.Q. score
and reading score indicated he might. Compared with Case IB-ii, who
had an I.Q. three points lower, but a similar reading score, one
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concludes that despite his abilities. Case 5B-U revealed a constricted
reading pattern with limited interests. He might be a promising
subject for concentrated, individual reading guidance (see Table 23).
TABLE 23













1/22/68 1 973 American Heritage Naval Battles 5-8
2/26/68 2 355.1 Reeder, R. Medal of Honor
Heroes 7-9
B Gunther, J. Jvilius Caesar 7-8
3/18/68 1 SC Fenner, P. Pirates, Pirates,
Pirates h-6
U/11/68 2 595.7 Shuttlesworth,D. Story of Ants U-6
595.7 Fenton, C. Insects and Their
World U-6




The first girl in the fourth grade sample was nine years old
with an I.Q. of 129 and a reading score of seventh grade plus three
months (see Table 18). She had the third highest I.Q. in the sample
and ranked among the top three students in reading ability. She
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read a total of 12 books of which one had a readability level of the
seventh to the ninth gradej one, of the fifth to the eighth gradej
six, of the fourth to the sixth grade; two, of the third to the
seventh grade; two, of the second to the fifth grade. All of the
books but one were fiction; of the fiction read, two were children's
classics. Her fiction choices were notable for their family interest
and fantasy, which indicate something of this child's personality;
she may be emotionally immature. This impression was confirmed by
the low readability levels of the books chosen in contrast to her
high reading score and high I.Q. This girl was reading beyond her
grade level but not up to the level indicated by the reading score
(see Table 2i;).
Case 2G-k
The second girl was nine years old with an I.Q. of ll8 and a
reading score of fifth grade plus five months, in tbhe middle range
of the fourth grade sample (see Table 18). She read a total of 19
books, the largest number read by the fourth grade pupils. One book
had a readability level of grade seven to grade nine; two, of grade
six to nine; two, of grade five through eight; four, of grade four to
six; four, of grade three to seven; one, of grade three to six; two,
of grade three to five; one, of grade two to six; and two, of kinder¬
garten to grade three.
^ Of the 19 books read, 15 were fiction and
two, biography. She appeared to be reading at the 5*5 level, a fact
indicated by both her reading score and reading record. Of the
fiction books read, seven were children's classics, while in the field
of Biography, all were about the lives of famous American women.
TABLE 2k













1/29/68 2 F Wilder, L. The Long Winter 5-8
F Wilder, L. The Little House in
the Big Woods U-6
3/i;/68 2 F McDevitt, J* Mr.Apple's Family 2-5
F Gage, W. Miss Osborne the
Mop U-6
3/11/68 2 F Morrow, E. Pint of Judgment U-6
F Richardson, M. Seven Little Piffle-
sniffs 2-5
3/19/68 1 F Brook, E. Mary's Secret U-6
V8/68 2 F Cleary, B. Fifteen 7-9
F Cleary, B. Emily's Runaway
Imagination 3-6
ii/15/68 2 B Monsell, H. Susan Anthony 3-7
F Norton, M. The Borrowers Afloat U-6
ii/22/68 1 F McCloskey, R. Homer Price, ” U-6
Total 12
Because of the number of children's classics which appeared in her
reading record, one might deduct that this pupil had had reading
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stressed at home or at school (see Table 25).
TABLE 25













1/22/68 2 F Milne, A.A. Winnie-the-Pooh 3-5
F Milne, A.A. The House at Pooh
Comer 3-5
1/29/68 3 F Wilder, L. The Long Winter 5-8
F Wilder, L. By the Shores of
Silver Lake 5-7
E Stover, J. If Everybody Did K-3
2/12/68 1 F Kelly, E. In Clean Hay U-6
2/19/68 3 F Gage, W. Miss Osborne the Mop U-6
F Wilder, L. These Happy Golden
Years 6-9
F Burgess, T. Mother West Wind's
Children U-6
3/U/68 1 F Godden, R. The Doll's House U-6
h/1/68 2 F Lawson, R. Captain'Kidd's Cat 6-9
F Lovelace, M. Emily of Deep Valley 7-9
ii/8/68 F De Jong, M. Nobody Plays with a
Cabbage 2-6
F Lindquist, J. Little Silver House 3-6
B Stevenson, A. Nancy Hanks 3-7
















U/15/68. 1 B Monsell, H. Dolly Madison 3-7
ii/22/68 2 B Weil, A. Betsy Ross
B Monsell, H. Susan Anthony 3-7
Total 19
Case 3(}-h
The third girl was nine years old with an I.Q. of 117 and a
reading score of fifth grade plus one month. She ranked in the
middle of the fourth grade sample on reading ability (see Table l8)
and read eight books, of which one had a readability level of grade
six to ninej one, of grade five to six; five, of grade four to six;
one, of grade three to seven. The reading record agrees with the
reading score, emphasizing that this child was reading at the fifth
grade level. All of the books read, but one, were fiction, of which
two were children's classics. Her reading pattern was centered
around fantasy, natural at this age. Her secondary interest appeared
to be adventure. Her reading record was in harmony with both her
I.Q. score and reading score (see Table 26).
Case IjG-l;
The fourth girl was nine and one half years old with an I.Q.
of 127 and a reading score of sixth grade plus four months (see Table
TABLE 26













1/22/68 1 F ■White, E. Charlotte's Web li-6
2/5/68 1 F Pyle, E. Otto of the Silver
Hand 6-9
2/26/68 1 F Loftin, H. Dr. Doolittle's
Puddleby Adventures h-6
3/11/68 1 B Kaufman, H. The Story of Beethoven h-6
3/18/68 2 F Marshall, D. Dig for a Treasure h-b
F Mason, M. Becky and Her Brave
Cat, Bluegrass 5^6
I1/8/68 1 F Stolz, M. Siri, the Conquistador U-6
ii/l5/68 1 F Wooley, C. Ginnie Joins In 3-7
Total 8
18)* She ranked second to the top pupil in the number of books read
by the fourth grade pupils; 15 in all, of which three had a readability
level of the seventh to the ninth grade; three, of the fifth through
the eighth grade; two, of the fifth to the seventh grade; three, of
the fifth to the sixth grade; two, of the fourth through the sixth
grade; two, of the third through the seventh grade. Of the 15
books read, 10 were fiction, and of the 10, four were horse stories.
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This girl's nonfiction choices, unlike others in the fourth grade
sample, showed a spread into Biography, the ^hort Story, and Music.
The reading pattern revealed growth in maturity of books selected,
with those of a more difficult readability level appearing toward
the end of the reading record. The reading pattern also showed a
trend away from the reading of horse stories, which had been one ;of
this child's interests at the beginning of the study. The reading
record indicated that this pupil was reading for keen personal
pleasurej that she was exploring different subject areas; and that
she was reading above the fourth grade level (see Table 27).
Case
The fifth girl in the fourth grade sample had a chronological
age of nine and one half years; an I.Q. of 102, and a reading score
of third grade plus four months. She ranked low in reading (see
Table 18). Her reading record showed that she read a total of 15
books, of vAiich three were on the fourth through the seventh grade
readability level; five, on the fourth to sixth grade level; one, on
the third to seventh grade level; three, on the third to the fifth
grade level; three, on the kindergarten through the fourth grade
readability level. Of the 15 books, 10 were fiction, and of the
10, four were children's classics. The five nonfiction books rarged
from fairytales to Applied Science. The quality of the books which
this girl selected was good; each title but one is well known to any
librarian who works with children and is typical fourth grade reading
fare. However, it is the quality of book which one would recommend
to a fourth grade reader at the beginning, rather than toward the end
TABLE 27













1/22/68 2 F Eames, G. Good Luck Colt B-7
F Crowell, P. Six Good Friends U-6
1/29/68 2 B Wagoner, J, Martha Washington 3-7
B Garst, D, Crazy Horse 6-8
2/19/68 2 F Sutcliff, E. The Armourer’s House 5-7
F Wilder, L. The Long Irfiinter 5-8
2/26/68 1 F Mason, M. Becky and Her Brave
Cat, Bluegrass 5-6
3/k/6Q 1 F Means, E. The Silver Fleece 7-9
3/11/68 2 F Henry, M, Brighty of the Grand
Canyon U-6
398.2 Young, E. Tangle-coated Horse
and Other Tales 7-9
it/11/68 1 SC Fenner, P. Time to Laugh 5-6
U/15/68 2 78U Carmer, C. America Sings 7-8
F Cooper, P. Red Tartar 5-6
U/22/68 2 F Lawson, R. The Great Wheel 7-9




of the school year. Since seven of the books read by this pupil
clustered around the fourth to the seventh grade level of readability,
while seven books clustered around the third to the seventh grade
level, this pupil seemed to have been reading beyond her grade level,
and higher than her reading score indicated (see Table 28).
Case Studies of Ten Fifth Grade Pupils
The chronological ages of the pupils in the fifth grade sample
ranged from 10 to 10^ years of agej I.Q. scores ranged from a low of
102 to a high of 121; and reading scores ranged from a low of
(fourth grade plus five months) to a high of 9*2 (ninth grade plus
two months). (See Table 29.) The I.Q. scores in the fifth grade
sample were neither as high nor as low as those in either the third
grade or the fourth grade samples.
Case 1B~5
The first boy in the fifth grade sample had a chronological
age of IC^ yearsj an I.Q. score of 108, second to the lowest in the
sample, and a reading score of fourth grade plus seven months, which
was also second to the lowest in the sample (see Table 29). He
read two nonfiction books, both ranging from the fifth to the eighth
grade in readability. His reading record was too sparse to provide
any conclusions about his reading pattern (see Table 30).
Case 2B-6
The second boy was IC^ years old, had an I.Q. of 128 and a
reading score of fifth grade plus seven months, ranging toward the
bottom of the fifth grade sample (see Table 29). He read eight books
TABLE 28
















1/22/68 2 636 Downey, F. Dogs of Destiny | 5-7
636.1 Downey, F. Horses of Destiny 5-7
1/29/68 1 F Wilder, L. On the Banks of Plum Creek li-6
2/12/68 1 F Wilder, L. Little House in the
Big Woods ii-6
2/19/68 1 F Wilder, L. The Long Winter li-6
2/26/68 1 811 Field, E. Poems of Childhood 3-5
3/U/68 1 F Holding, E. Miss Kelly 3-5
3/19/68 2 E Leaf, M. The Story of Ferdinand K-3
E Caudill, E, The Schoolhouse in the
Woods li-6
U/1/68 1 398 Lang, A. Red Fairy Book li-6
i;/8/68 2 F Gannett, F. My Father's Dragon 2-li
F Norton, M. The Borrowers ii-7
li/15/68 1 F Perkins, L, The Mexican Twins 3-U
li/22/68 2 636.9 Zim,H. Golden Hamsters 3-7




CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, I.Q., AND .READING SCORES OF A SELECTED







ib-5 IC^g 108 U.7
2B-5 105§ 128 5.7
3B-5 10 122 6.1
Ub-5 IC^ 12U 8.7
5B-5 10 120 7.3
Girls
lG-5 10 108 U.5
2G-5 10^ 102 5.3
3G-5 IC^g 127 9.2
Ug-5 10 12U 8.7
5G-5 lOb 119 8.7
^<-.As of January, 1968.
■>HtCallfornia Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity* Administered on
April 3» 1965.

















1/22/68 2 B Fisher, D. Paul Revere 5-6
612 Schneider, H. How Your Body Works 5-8
Total 2
He read eight books of which one had a readability level of grade
seven to ninej two, of grade six to eightj one, of grade five to nine;
one, of grade four to nine; one, of grade four to six; two, of grade
three to five. His reading pattern was evenly balanced between
fiction and nonfiction with two children's classics among his fiction
choices, and the theme of war emerging strongly in the nonfiction
choices. Though this boy had a high I.Q., and was reading beyond
his grade level, his was not the reading pattern of a sophisticated
reader (see Table 31)•
Case 3B-5
The third was 10 years old, had an I.Q. of 122 and a reading
score of 6.1 (sixth grade plus one month) (see Table 29). His
reading record shows that he read two books from the end of January
to the end of April, and that both books were fiction; one, on the
TAbLE 31














1/22/68 1 323.lt Miers, E. Freedom k-9
2/5/68 1 623.U Colby, C. Civil War Weapons 5-9
2/12/68 1 9it0.U Dupuy, T. I91U: Battles in the
West 6-8
3/ii/68 2 F Slobodkin, L. Space Ship under the
Apple Tree 3-5
F Slobodkin, L. Space Ship Returns
to the Apple Tree 3-5
U/8/68 1 582 Hutchins, R. This is a Tree 7-9
U/22/68 2 F Twain, M. Tom Sawyer 6-8
F Lofting, H. The Voyages of Dr.
Doolittle U-6
Total 8
sixth to ninth grade readability levelj one, on the fourth to sixth
grade readability level. His record record is too sparse to afford
any deductions concerning his reading pattern. (See Table 32^
Case I4B-5
The fourth boy was 10 and one half years oldj had an I.Q.
of 12k, second to the highest I.Q. in the fifth grade sample (see
TABLE 32

















li/22/68 2 F Case, E. Mission 313 6-9
F Thompson, G. Cricket in Times Square li-6
Total 2
Table 29)• His reading score was 8.7j indicating that this student
can read at the eighth grade level, plus seven months, or almost at
the ninth grade level. From such data, one might anticipate that
he would be a good reader. When his reading is examined, one notes
that he read eight books, of which one was on the high school reada¬
bility level; one, on the seventh to the ninth grade level; one, on
the fourth to the eighth grade level; one, on the fifth to the sixth
grade level, three, on the third to the seventh grade level; one, on
the first to the fourth grade level of readability (see Table 33).
His reading pattern is designed abound Biography, which concentrated
upon prominent American men in history, but is not more closely
defined. His fiction choices are distinguished; one is a high school
classic and one, a Newbery Medal book. It is interesting to observe
that although this boy read biographies of a generally low readability
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TABLE 33














1/22/68 2 973.3 Morris, R. The First Book of the
American Revolution U-8
612 Zim, H. What's Inside of Me 1-h
1/29/68 1 B Fisher, D. Paul Revere 5-6
2/9/68 2 B Fisher, D. Wilbur and Orville
Wright 3-7
B Frisbee, L. John F. Kennedy 3-7
2/12/68 1 B Van Riper, B, Jim Thorpe 3-7
3/18/69 1 F London, J. White Fang 9-12
i^l/68 1 F L'Engle, M. A Wrinkle in Time 7-9
Total 8
level, he chose difficult fiction, which leads one to speculate as
to which books tnay have been assigned for class reports. It is inter¬
esting to note that White Fang, purchased with the seventh grade
classes in mind, was being read by fifth grade pupils. Although this
boy was reading above his grade level, he was not reading as difficult
material as his reading score indicated he might.
Case 5B~5
The fifth boy was 10 years old with an I.Q. of 120 and a reading
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score of seventh grade and three months (see Table 29). His reading
record revealed that he read four books during the IJ-week period of
this studyj two were in the area of nonfiction and two, in fiction,
with one of tlie fiction choices a Newbery Medal winner. Two of his
book choices had a readability level of fifth through ninth grades
two, of fourth through eighth grade. This boy wap reading beyond
his grade level, at the seventh grade plus three months score, as
indicated by the standard test (see Table 3U).
TABLE 3U













1/22/68 1 612 ¥eart, E. Story of Your Heart i;-8
2/12/68 1 623.1; Colby, C. Revolutionary War
Weapons 5-9
3/18/68 1 F Bonner, M. Two-way Pitcher U-7
U/22/68 1 F Krumgold, J. Onion John 5-8
Total li
Case IG-S
The first girl was 10 years old; she had an I.Q. of 108 and
a reading score of U.5 (fourth grade plus five months) (see Table 29).
She read four books, three of -which were nonfiction, and one, fiction,
of which, two were on the third through the seventh grade level of
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readabilityj two on the third through the sixth grade level of reada¬
bility. Of the four books read, three were nonfiction; of which,two
were biographies, one about a prominent American man; the other, a
prominent American woman, tending, in a small way, to confirm the
findings of all of studies of interest in the literature of library
research, that girls will read about boys, but boys will not read
about girls at the 10 to 12 year age level. The findings deduced
from the reading record confirm those of the reading test, namely,
that this girl was reading at the fourth grade level plus five
months (^ee Table 35)*
TABLE 35













1/22/68 3 B Hays, W. Samuel Morse U-7
612 Fletcher, H. For Junior Doctors
Only 3-6
B Wagoner, J. Julia Ward Howe 3-7





The second girl was 10 and one half years old, over-age in
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grade, with an I.Q, of 102, indicating that she was not a bright
child. Her reading score, however, was fifth grade plus three
months (see Table 29), which was higher than Case lG-5 although
Case lG-5 had an I.Q. of 108. The second girl. Case 2G-$, read nine
books; of which one was poetry and had a readability level of high
school; five had a readability level of fourth to sixth grade; one,
of third to seventh grade; one, of third to fifth grade; one, of
first to third grade. Her reading pattern was dominated by nonfiction
with choices in Science and Applied Science, obviously class assign¬
ments, and her fiction choices dominated by the theme of adventure.
She appeared to be a conscientious pupil who was attempting to
follow the teacher's directions but who, nevertheless, was using the
school library for her recreational reading. Her reading record
confirmed the findings of the reading test (see Table 36).
Case 3G-9
The third girl in the fifth grade sample was ten and one half
yeara old with an I.Q. of 127, which is high, and a reading ability of
of ninth grade plus two months, which is also high (see Table 29).
She read eight books. One had a readability level of the ninth
through the twelfth grade; two, of the sixth to the eighth grade;
one, of the fifth to the seventh grade; one, of the fourth to the
sixth grade; one, of the third to the seventh grade and one of kinder¬
garten level to the third grade level of readability. Book choices
were evenly divided between fiction and nonfiction. Of the fiction
choices, two were children's classics while nonfiction choices ranged
from Applied Science to Biography. There appeared to be no outstanding
TABLE 36















1/22/68 1 612 Liberty, G. First Book of the
Human Senses 4-6
2/19/68 1 F Hays, W. Story of Valentine 4-6
3/11/68 1 551.58 Huntington, H. Let’s Go to the Desert 3-5
3/18/68 1 F MacGregor, E. Miss Pickerell Goes
Undersea 4-6
4/1/68 1 F Cleary, B. Ribsy 4-6
4/8/68 1 811 Millay, E. Poems 10-12
4/i5/68 2 580 Selsam, M. Play %rith Plants
J
3-7
581 Darby, G. What is a Plant? 1-3
4/22/68 1 F Williams, G. The Adventures of
Benjamin Fink 4-6
Total 9
interest in this child’s reading pattern, which seemed to be designed
around class assignments in nonfiction. Her fiction pattern was
varied, without a central theme such as identified some of the reading
patterns in the fourth grade, which were centered around horses or
family stories. Though this child’s reading score showed that she
could read at the junior high school level, her reading record
demonstrated that she was not reading up to her potential, thus testi¬
fying to the fact that she would be a promising subject for individual
7Q
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reading guidance and, perhaps, if all data were weighed, for
counseling (see Table 37)*
TABLE 37













1/22/68 3 B Nolan, J. Story of Clara Barton 9-12
973.3 Lancaster, B. American Revolution 6-8
612.8 Zim, H. Our Senses and How
They Work 3-7
1/29/68 1 811 Starbird, K. Don't Ever Cross a
Crocodile K-3
3/18/68 3 F Phipson, J. Family Conspiracy ii-6
F Chenault, N. Parsifal Rides the
Time Wave 5-7
F Milne, A.A. House at Pooh Corner 3-5
U/22/68 1 F Twain, M. Tom Sawyer 6-8
Total 8
Case 1|G"5
The fourth girl was ten years old with an I.Q. of 12U, the
second highest I.Q. score in the fifth grade, and a reading score of
eighth grade and seven months (see Table 29)• According to her reading
record, she read 12 books; all, but one, fiction. Of the fiction read,
10 were horse stories, predominantly stories in the Walter Farley
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series, while one book was a Newbery Medal winner. Two books ranged
up to the ninth grade in readabilityj one, up to the eighth gradej
one, from the third to the fifth grade, while eight ranged from the
fifth to the sixth grade. Her reading pattern indicated a strong
interest in horses; in fact, animals in general proved irresistible
to this child, as indicated by her one nonfiction choice, which also
had an animal theme (see Table 38). Although her reading score indi¬
cated that she had the reading potential of an eight grade pupil,
this girl had restricted herself to a lower readability level because
of her passion for horse stories. Although the librarian received
numerous requests for horse stories, particularly from fourth and
fifth grade girls, the reading records unearthed relatively few examples
such as that of Case UG-5* This child was not reading up to her
potential; however,she was reading to fulfill a consuming interest,
which .is a valid reason for opening a book.
Case 5G-5
The fifth girl in the fifth grade sample was ten and one half
years old with an I.Q. of 119 which was above average though not a
high score, and a reading test score of eighth grade plus seven months,
which is high for a fifth grade pupil. She ranked second to the
highest reading score in the sample (see Table 29)• This pupil read
six books, two of which had a readability level of tenth to twelfth
grade; three, of third through seventh grade; one, of fourth to sixth
grade. Her reading pattern was evenly balance between fiction aind
nonfiction, the dominant theme in fiction choices being an interest
in animals; while the nonfiction choices inferred a liking for Biography.
TABLE 38




















Island of the Blue
Dolphins 6-9
71^3 Siltgren, K. Art of Animal Drawing 3-5
2/3/68 2 F Farley, W. Black Stallion's
Courage 5-6
F Farley, W. Black Stallion's
Sulky Colt 5-6
2/19/68 1 F Farley, W. Island Stallion 5-6
2/26/68 2 F Farley, W. Black Stallion 5-6
F Farley, W. Black Stallion's
and Satap 5-6
3/U/68 2 F Farley, ¥. Black Stallion's
Filly 5-6
F Farley, W. Blood Bay Colt 5-6
W68 1 F Farley, ¥. Black Stallion Revolts 5-6
U/13/68 1 F Farley,¥. Man 0* ¥ar 5-9
U/22/68 1 F McMeekin, I. Kentucky Derby ¥inner 5-8
Total 12
She was reading above her grade level, though her reading record sug¬

















1/22/68 2 B Stevenson, A. Abe Lincoln 3-7
821.08 Cole, W. Book of Love Poems 10-12
1/29/68 1 B Monsell, W. Susan Anthony 3-7
3/18/68 1 F Norton, M. Bedknob and Broom¬
stick li-6
U/8/68 1 F White, A. A Dog Called Scholar U-7




The librarian's impression that pupils at Rivers Elementary
School were reading beyond grade level evoked this study, A DESCRIP¬
TION OF THE READING PATTERNS OF A SELECTED SAMPLE OF INTERMEDIATE
GRADE PUPILS AT THE RIVERS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ATLANTA, GEORGIA, AS
RELATED TO BOOK SELECTION POLICIES. In the analysis of total circu¬
lation statistics, the impression was validated, for the average
circulation of 11 books to a third grade child; 1^ books to a
fourth grade child; and 10 books to a fifth grade child, in a 13-
week period, the length of this study, represents heavy circulation
for intennediate grade readers. Implications for book selection
arise when it is noted that the total circulation to the samples used
in this study was 1,014.8 books, or 7 percent of the total school circu¬
lation for the same period, implying that a larger percentage of the
Rivers School Library budget should be allocated for books to meet
the needs of intermediate pupils. The analysis of subject areas,
within the analysis of total circulation figures, reveals that the
Social Sciences, Science, Applied Science, and Biography collections
were most popular with intermediate grade readers. This finding was
anticipated and the Rivers Library Collection is more than adequate
in these subject areas. Not anticipated, however, was the disclosure
that Betsy Ross was the most popular biographee with intermediate
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readers. One might have expected that John F, Kennedy or Abraham
Lincoln, who ranked second, would have ranked first. Although
the Rivers School Library has five to six copies of the lives of all
biographees on the list, all books at varying levels of readability
and written by different authors, it is clear that more copies are
needed. One expected to find that Philosophy, Religion, Language
and Literature classifications were not being used because needs
which these book classifications represent are met elsewhere, parti¬
cularly in classroom texts.
The analysis of fiction statistics confirmed the book selection
policy of heavy purchasing of the Caroline Haywood series and the
Mary Poppins series; the latter, purchased with fourth grade readers
in mind, proved to be a second choice favorite with third grade
readers, proving that pupils at Rivers Elementaiy School have
sophisticated tastes. The study also demonstrated that The Little
House series by Laura Ingalls Wilder, ordinarily placed at the fifth
grade level, was shown to be a favorite among fourth grade readers.
One observes that the difficult historical tales of Joseph Altsheler
were read in the fifth grade, an indication that Rivers School has
some exceptional readers. It was reassuring to discover that the
Newbery Medal books which had been emphasized through book talks,
bulletin board displays, newsletters, and oral reading were being
read, for among them are some of the finest of modern juvenile litera¬
ture. The frequency with which Newbery titles appeared in the
analysis of fiction circulation and in the reading records of fourth
and fifth grade pupils has implications for book selection. It
n
implies that although the Rivers School Library has six to eight copies
of the newer Newbery titles, more copies are needed.
The case studies were provocative in their revelation of the
lack of correlation between the readability levels of books which the
pupils had chosen and their reading skill potential, as shown by
standardized testing. Many pupils with high intelligence and reading
ability were almost non-readers when permitted to read for personal
pleasure. On the other hand, the reading records of specific children
showed steady growth both in reading skill and in reading maturity.
The case records validate the initial impression that pupils at
Rivers School were reading beyond their grade levels, but they also
isolate the few who are not living up to their potential, indicating
that there is a ripe field for the school librarian who is trained
in reading guidance. She would work with the school counselor using
techniques of reading guidance, perhaps those of bibliotherapy,
were she adequately trainedj her tools would be the book, her own
knowledge, and the interests and personality of the child. Her
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